Retrenchment is a flexible model evolution formalism that compensates for the limitations imposed by specific formulations of refinement. Its refinementlike proof obligations feature additional predicates for accommodating design data describing the model change. The best results are obtained when refinement and retrenchment cooperate, the paradigmatic scheme for this being the commuting square or Tower, in which 'horizontal retrenchment rungs' commute with 'vertical refinement columns' to navigate through a much more extensive design space than permitted by refinement alone. In practice, the navigation is accomplished via 'square completion' constructions, and a full suite of square completion theorems is presented and proved.
Introduction
As a design and development technique, (a given, specific, incarnation of) model based refinement (see eg. [de Roever and Engelhardt (1998) ] for a survey) can sometimes fall short of what is desired, as regards treating specific requirements issues in an ideal way. Retrenchment was introduced as a means for addressing such awkward requirements issues, with the aim of allowing them to be treated in a formal manner, whilst at the same time not interfering with the benefits of a perhaps over-idealised refinement development. In ] there is a comprehensive and broadly based overview of retrenchment. In that paper, background and context are extensively discussed, some key issues that arise with retrenchment are described, and some case studies are explored. We will not repeat all that here.
1 Instead, this paper is concerned with a key technical topic, the interworking of retrenchment and refinement.
The issue is the following. Retrenchment, as conventionally presented, is extremely permissive. So using it as sole formal technique in a development process can let through a whole host of design deviations that might be considered undesirable, and that could derail the development process. This possibility can in turn demand considerable self-discipline, and intensive investment in validation, to ensure that the development stays on track. However, using retrenchment in a controlled way in concert with refinement considerably alleviates this situation, as a good deal of what would otherwise be validation burden, can be delegated to the guarantees that (some particular notion committed to, of) model based refinement offers, especially when backed up via an appropriate tool.
How then to arrange for such fruitful cooperation between the two notions? The paradigm investigated in this paper, is to see retrenchment and refinement as orthogonal directions in a development landscape which enjoys a higher 'dimensionality' than one in which development is seen as being the only possible means of progress. Thus, one can visualise refinement as proceeding 'downwards' from abstract to concrete (this being the only possible means of progress in a conventional formal development world), and can visualise retrenchment as proceeding 'horizontally', bridging between refinement strands that would remain isolated from one another without the use of retrenchment. This architecture is given solidity by demanding that diverse paths through this two dimensional landscape between the same two system models should be related in a composable and understandable way. And this in turn can be realised if we establish a sufficient store of 'square completion' constructions, each of which fills in a missing piece in an incomplete square of horizontal retrenchments and vertical refinements. One thing that this achieves is to allow us to interchange suitable retrenchment/refinement pairs, and thus by repeated application, to morph one path between the two system models into a different one. Going further, the automatic construction of systems afforded by such square completion constructions, widens the scope for 'system building by theorem', from the pure refinement paradigm, 2 to a wider gamut of requirements issues that include ones that become formally addressable only by means of retrenchment. This is the aim of the present paper.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the basics of retrenchment, and give a fairly general purpose formulation of refinement for interworking with it. The refinement notion is one that can be instantiated to capture a range of existing refinement formulations in the literature.
3 Section 3 covers the compositions of retrenchments and refinements that we need in the sequel. Section 4 outlines the main results of the rest of the paper, summarising the theorems, and indicating their use in the Tower Pattern [Banach et al. (2005) ] -it can be used for convenient overview. The remaining sections focus on the technical details of the specific theorems, one by one. Section 5 covers the Lifting Theorem. Section 6 covers the Lowering Theorem. Section 7 covers the Postjoin Theorem. Section 8 covers the Prejoin Theorem. Adhering to a rather categorical paradigm, all of these results are proved up to notions of equivalence, which amount to inter-simulability, inter-retrenchability, or inter-refinability, as appropriate, and as described in detail in each relevant theorem. This gives a precise definition of the way that each of the results obtained is characterised, beyond the details of the explicit construction given. This in turn is good for replacing the explicit construction by something equally useful but more appealing from a system requirements point of view. Readers less concerned with the technical details can skip over the proofs in these four sections. Section 9 discusses associativity, general tower constructions and system engineering, sketching how the above technical material might be applied. Section 10 concludes. This paper readdresses results and constructions investigated in depth originally in [Jeske (2005) ]. The results in [Jeske (2005) ] took a particular stance on how the constructions should be approached, and strove for the greatest degree of generality possible from that perspective. While this aim appeared at the outset to be innocuous enough, it led, in the end, to some ferociously complicated results -results whose overwhelming technical convolutedness certainly proved to be an impediment to their widespread application. The aim of the present paper is to revisit these issues, employing the wisdom of hindsight, and to give counterparts which are much more approachable and thus more readily applied. Although a comparison of the present work with [Jeske (2005) ] shows many detailed technical differences, the debt this paper owes to [Jeske (2005) ] cannot be overstated. Assumption 1.1 We work in a set theoretic and relational framework, in which relations are manipulated using logical operations on the predicates that define their bodies. To avoid a proliferation of pathological cases, we assume henceforth, that any set or relation mentioned in the hypotheses of a construction or theorem is nonempty, so that, for example, a mentioned putative choice of some element from it can actually be made.
Transition Systems, Retrenchment and Refinement
In this section we give our basic definitions and notations. At any single moment, we will typically be dealing with a pair of systems in a development activity, the first, in some sense, more 'abstract' than the second, which is more 'concrete'. We model systems as transition systems which are organised as follows. Focusing on the abstract system Abs, it has a set of operation names Ops A , with typical element Op A . An operation Op A works on the abstract state space U having typical element u (the before-state), and on an input space I Op A with typical element i. Op A will produce an after-state typically written u′ and once more in U, and an output o drawn from an output space O Op A . Initial states satisfy the predicate Init A (u′) (allowing initial states to be viewed as results of an initialisation operation if need be).
Individual steps of Op A are written u -(i, Op A , o)-› u′. Their totality constitutes the step relation stp Op A (u, i, u′, o) of Op A . Aggregating over all of Ops A , we obtain the complete transition relation for the Abs system, stp A = ∪ Op A ∈Ops A stp Op A , where the union is necessarily disjoint since the relevant Op A name is part of every execution step.
Later, we will have several systems in play simultaneously, so we use similar notational conventions for them. We set out our generic notions using a pair of concrete systems which we name Conc T and Conc F . For Conc T , the operation names are Op C ∈ Ops C . States are v ∈ V, inputs j ∈ J Op C , outputs p ∈ P Op C . Initial states satisfy Init C (v′). Transitions are v -(j, Op C , p)-› v′, elements of the complete step relation stp Op C (v, j, v′, p) . For Conc F , let us say the operation names are also Op C ∈ Ops C , but the variables are w ∈ W, inputs k ∈ K Op C , outputs q ∈ Q Op C , the rest being predictable.
Retrenchment
Given the above context, a retrenchment from Abs to Conc T is defined by three facts. Firstly, Ops A ∩ Ops C = Ops AC ≠ ∅, i.e. the abstract and concrete operation name sets have some elements in common. Secondly, we have a collection of relations as follows: there is a retrieve relation G (u, v) between abstract and concrete state spaces; and there is a family of within, output, and concedes relations for each common operation name Op ∈ Ops AC : P Op (i, j, u, v) , O Op (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) , C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) respectively. 4 These relations are over the variables shown, i.e. the within relations involve the inputs and before-states, while the output and concedes relations involve predominantly the outputs and after-states, though inputs and before-states can also feature if required (the semicolon cosmetically separating these additional possibilities). The relations are collectively referred to as the retrenchment data, and for brevity, we refer to the retrenchment as G,P,O,C. Note that we suppress the 'A' and 'C' subscripts on Op in these relations since they concern both levels of abstraction equally.
Thirdly, a collection of properties (the proof obligations or POs) must hold. The initial states must satisfy: G(u′, v′) ) (2.1) and for every corresponding operation pair Op A and Op C , the abstract and concrete step relations must satisfy the operation PO: Op (i, j, u, v) ∧ stp Op C (v, j, v′, p) ⇒ (∃ u′, o • stp Op A (u, i, u′, o) ∧ ((G(u′, v′) ∧ O Op (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) )) (2.2)
For an Op ∈ Ops AC , an important counterfoil to the operation PO is the operation's simulation relation. This holds for an abstract step u -(i, Op A , o)-› u′ and a corresponding concrete step v -(j, Op C , p)-› v′, the two steps being in simulation, iff: Op (i, j, u, v) ∧ stp Op C (v, j, v′, p) ∧ stp Op A (u, i, u′, o) ∧ ((G(u′, v′) ∧ O Op (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ) (2.3)
holds. We write this succinctly as (u -(i,
, where the retrenchment data are understood.
A retrenchment (with retrenchment data as above) is a biretrenchment iff, along with (2.1) and (2.2), we also have: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) )) (2.5)
Thus in a biretrenchment we can exchange the roles of abstract and concrete systems with impunity using the same data.
Going further, if we only have (2.4) and (2.5) (and not (2.1) and (2.2)), then we call such a setup a converse retrenchment (i.e. a converse retrenchment is characterised by having the signatures of the constituent relations the opposite way round to what we would normally expect).
Finally, suppose that we simply have some relations defined on two transition systems and appropriately indexed by operation names as above, which have the signatures required to qualify as retrenchment data, but we cannot (or choose not to try to) establish (2.1) and (2.2). Then the relations G (u, v) and: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ) (2.6) (the latter from u, i, u′, o, to v, j, v′, p , with Op ∈ Ops AC ), constitute a pseudoretrenchment. In a pseudoretrenchment we evidently have the simulation relations (2.3) without the abstract and concrete transitions.
Refinement
Now, given two systems Abs and Conc F , we set up refinement as a relationship between the operations with identical names. In this paper we assume that for a refinement, the abstract and concrete operations name sets are identical. 5 The refinement data will consist of a retrieve relation G (u, w) , and a family of input and output relations for each common Op ∈ Ops: In Op (i, k) and Out Op (o, q) . These latter relations are over the variables shown, i.e. just the I/O variables. For brevity, we refer to the refinement as G,In,Out.
The POs are, for initialisation:
and for the operations:
In addition to (2.7) and (2.8), many notions of refinement feature additional criteria, typically expressed via subsets of the before-and input spaces, that control the detailed semantics of operations. Often they have names such as: domain conditions, preconditions, guards, etc. To mimic these generically, we let each common operation Op ∈ Ops have an associated applicability set: APP Op A for Op A and APP Op C for Op C . The typical conditions such sets have to satisfy are either:
or:
(since some theories insist on weakening, and others on strengthening such applicability criteria). As a shorthand below, we refer to both (2.9) and (2.10) using:
5. We could of course opt for greater generality on this point, along the lines of footnote 4.
⇒ ⇐
In (2.11) the symbol represents the two separate cases in (2.9) and (2.10). Thus (2.7), (2.8) and (2.11) represent three species of refinement theory. The first has (2.7) and (2.8) alone. The second has (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9). The third has (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10).
The simulation relation corresponding to these notions of refinement is:
We write this as (u -(i,
and again we say that the two steps are in simulation. In (2.12), [APP Op A (u, i) ∧ APP Op C (w, k) ] is bracketed to indicate that it is not relevant for the simple formulation of refinement.
As for retrenchment, if in addition to (2.7) and (2.8) we also have:
then the refinement is a birefinement. If we are dealing with a notion of refinement requiring the use of APP sets, then in the corresponding notion of birefinement we also insist on:
Going further, if we only have (2.13), (2.14), and the converse of (2.11) if appropriate (and not (2.7), (2.8), and (2.11) if appropriate), then we call such a setup a converse refinement.
Finally, suppose that we have three relations defined on two transition systems and appropriately indexed by operation names, which have the signatures required to qualify as refinement data, but we cannot (or choose not to try to) establish (2.7), (2.8) (and (2.11) if appropriate). Then the relations G(u, w) and: u, i, u′, o, to w, k, w′, q, with Op ∈ Ops) , are referred to as a pseudorefinement. As for a pseudoretrenchment, a pseudorefinement omits the transitions from the simulation relation.
Compositions
Below we will make much use of compositions of relationships between systems. The relationships are retrenchments, refinements, their converses, their pseudo-analogues, and so on. Various notions of composition involving the basic retrenchment and refinement concepts are thoroughly studied in [Banach et al. (2008) ], so we just review the relevant results here. It turns out that these notions of composition are all based on various compositions of relations, so they readily extend to the converse and pseudo-variants. We principally need vertical composition of retrenchments (and refinements), and disjunctive fusion composition.
⇒ ⇐

Vertical Composition
Suppose we have a system Sys 0 , which is retrenched to a system Sys 1 , and that Sys 1 is further retrenched to a system Sys 2 . Assuming that the granularity of the individual transitions in these models does not change, Sys 0 and Sys 2 are related by a vertical composition. Subscripting the retrenchment data for the two original retrenchments '1', and '2' respectively, and subscripting the retrenchment data for the composition '(1,2)', we find:
In (3.1)-(3.4) the forward relational composition is via the relevant variables of the intermediate system. Thus the composed retrieve relation is straightforwardly the composition of the two retrieves; likewise for the composed output relation. The composed within relation is the composition of the two withins, but strengthened by the composed retrieve. Lastly the composed concession has the most complex form: either the after-state retrieve and output relations for the first retrenchment, composed with the concession for the second holds; or the converse holds; or the composition of the two concessions holds. Since much will depend on this composition, we next give a precise statement. It also explains what was signified by 'we find' just before (3.1) -it referred to a soundness result, since the proof of Proposition 3.1 requires that the hypothesised retrenchment data do in fact satisfy the POs (2.1)-(2.2). Op, (1, 2) , O Op, (1, 2) , C Op, (1, 2) | Op ∈ Ops 01 ∩ Ops 12 }, where:
6. In (3.8), and below, we use braces to delimit large disjunctions (especially those which are not at top level), delimiting individual large disjuncts using square brackets. The above deals with the composition of two retrenchments. The composition of a retrenchment (first) with a refinement (second) follows by defaulting the data for the second retrenchment. In more detail: the retrieve relation (3.5) remains unchanged; (3.6) has P Op,2 replaced by In Op, 2 , which is the relevant input relation; (3.7) has O Op, 2 replaced by Out Op,2 ∧G′ 2 ∧In Op,2 ∧G 2 , which is the relevant output relation strengthened by the retrieve relation (in both the after-and before-values) and the input relation (all this in order to match with all of the '1' variables of O Op, 1 ); (3.8) has C Op, 2 set to false and O Op,2 replaced as just described. We can summarise the result as:
Note that the result is a retrenchment; so there is no APP Op data to worry about -the APP Op from the refinement (if applicable) is simply discarded. Moreover, if we have a refinement (first) composed with a retrenchment (second), then we simply interchange the roles of the two in the preceding.
If we have two refinements, the reasoning is relatively familiar. It is easy to prove that the following data yields a sound composed refinement:
In Op, (1, 2) ≡ In Op, 1 In Op, 2 (3.14)
Out Op, (1, 2) ≡ Out Op, 1 Out Op, 2 (3.15) From these it is also easy to show that any relevant 'APP Op ' criteria, either two instances of (2.9) or two instances of (2.10), compose in a sound way.
Disjunctive Fusion Composition
The fact that retrenchment is phrased via a PO whose top level structure is an implication, together with the fact that A ⇒ B and C ⇒ D implies A ∨ C ⇒ B ∨ D, yields a strategy for composing different retrenchments about the same pair of abstract and concrete systems: disjunctive fusion composition. (Since one could replace '∨' by '∧' in the preceding, there also is an alternative, conjunctive variant. This will play a much smaller role below than the disjunctive case -we allude to it in a couple of places, as needed.)
If the retrenchment data for the first retrenchment are subscripted '1' and for the second '2', we will subscript the composed data '(1∨2)'. In outline, the retrenchment data for disjunctive fusion composition is as follows:
In more detail, the basic soundness result is as follows. 
O Op, (1∨2) (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v Op, 2 (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∧ (O Op, 1 (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v Op, 1 (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ∨ O Op, 2 (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) (3.22)
C Op, (1∨2) (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ≡ C Op, 1 (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ∨ C Op, 2 (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) (3.23) 
Square Completions
In this section we outline the main results of the ensuing four sections in a schematic fashion, for easier digestability of the details to follow.
The main idea is 'square completion'. Consider the left hand side of Fig. 1 . It consists of two triangles. Focus on the upper one. The two filled boxes are two given systems and the solid arrow is a retrenchment between them (with given retrenchment data). The hollow box is another system, its hollow nature illustrating that it is to be constructed from the given data. The Lifting Theorem (Section 5) shows that the to-be-constructed system can indeed be constructed from the given data in a generic way, and that moreover, it can be connected to the given systems via the dashed arrows, the horizontal one being a retrenchment and the vertical one being a refinement (with the retrenchment and refinement data for these again being constructed from the given data in a generic way). Not only this, but the constructed retrenchment and refinement compose via (3.9)-(3.12) to yield an equivalent of the original (solid) retrenchment. Furthermore the construction is unique up to inter-refinability. The latter point is important since the generically constructed system (in this and subsequent theorems) is frequently unnatural-looking from an application perspective. So the opportunity to replace it with something that is theoretically equivalent but more intuitively appealing application-wise is highly desirable from a system engineering vantage point. See Section 9 for more extensive discussion of this point.
Consider now the lower triangle of the left hand side of Fig. 1 . It shows a vertical refinement followed by a horizontal retrenchment. The composition of these (via the dual of (3.9)-(3.12)) yields a retrenchment, the hypotenuse of the lower triangle. We may suppose that this retrenchment is the starting point of the construction we have just discussed in the upper triangle. Therefore the Lifting Theorem enables us to complete the 'L shape' in the lower triangle to a square. Doing this, permits the interchange of the order of a refinement and retrenchment in a composition, in such a way that the result of the two compositions, either way round, yields the same re-trenchment (i.e. the diagonal). The fact that the construction only needs the diagonal as input data, means that many of the details of the specific refinement and retrenchment are not relevant to the carrying out of the interchange.
Consider now the right hand side of Fig. 1 . It also consists of two triangles. Focus on the lower one. The two filled boxes are two given systems and the solid arrow is a retrenchment between them (with given retrenchment data). The hollow box is another system, its hollow nature illustrating that it is to be constructed from the given data. The Lowering Theorem (Section 6) shows that the to-be-constructed system can indeed be constructed from the given data in a generic way, and that moreover, it can be connected to the given systems via the dashed arrows, the horizontal one being a retrenchment and the vertical one being a refinement (with the retrenchment and refinement data for these again being constructed from the given data in a generic way). Again, the constructed refinement and retrenchment compose via the dual of (3.9)-(3.12) to yield an equivalent of the original (solid) retrenchment. As previously, the construction is unique up to inter-refinability, this being useful for the reasons previously stated. The upper triangle of the right hand side of Fig. 1 plays the same role as its counterpart, the lower triangle of the left hand side of Fig. 1 . It therefore shows that we have another square completion, and shows that the order of a refinement and retrenchment in a composition may be interchanged, but this time proceeding in the other direction, and again yielding the same retrenchment.
All this covers the first two major results of the paper. For the remaining results, consider Fig. 2 . On the left is a square, part solid and part dashed. As previously, the horizontal arrows are retrenchments and the vertical arrows are refinements, with the dashed parts to be constructed out of the (given) solid parts. The Postjoin Theorem (Section 7) shows that there is a generic construction which allows this to be done in such a way that the composition of the given retrenchment with the constructed refinement, combines with the composition of the given refinement with the constructed retrenchment (via disjunctive fusion composition), to yield a retrenchment (the top left to bottom right diagonal, not shown) from the top left system to the bottom right (constructed) system. The construction of the dashed system in the bottom right corner is again unique, but up to a weaker notion (inter-simulability this time, in the sense defined in Section 2), which subsumes inter-refinability. (Thus using inter-refinability to police the replacement of the generically constructed system by one closer to application concerns, remains acceptable.) Obviously we have another square completion.
The square on the right of Fig. 2 is the dual of this construction. It shows that if we are given a (vertical) refinement and (horizontal) retrenchment converging to the same system, then we can complete the square generically to create a system, together with a suitable refinement and retrenchment, such that the dual properties of the postjoin construction hold. Thus we again have a retrenchment from top left to bottom right given by a fusion composition of the two routes round the square, and the universality of the basic construction is again characterised by inter-simulability, again strengthening under suitable circumstances to inter-refinability.
The Lifting Theorem
In this section we consider the Lifting Theorem in detail. The relevant part of Fig. 1 is elaborated in Fig. 3 . The given systems are Abs and Conc, with the usual retrenchment between them. The constructed system is Univ, and the universal nature of its relationship with Abs and Conc is expressed by saying that whenever there is a system Xtra, enjoying similar properties to Univ, then Xtra is more abstract than Univ, i.e. there is a refinement from Xtra to Univ. (1) There is a system Univ (with variables t, h, n), with operation name set Ops U , where Ops U = Ops C , such that:
(i) there is a retrenchment from Abs to Univ (with retrenchment data (ii) there is a refinement from Univ to Conc (with refinement data
, which is a birefinement; (iii) the composition (in the sense of (3.9)-(3.12)) of the retrenchment 
(2) Whenever there is a system Xtra (with variables t~, h~, n~), with operation name set Ops X where Ops X = Ops C , with a retrenchment from Abs to Xtra given by H~,Q~,N~,D~, with a refinement from Xtra to Conc given by K~,R~,V~, where the composition of H~, Q~,N~,D~ and K~,R~,V~ yields G,G∧P,O,C, then: (i) there is a refinement from Xtra to Univ (with refinement data
(3) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) Conc, the state space of Univ is t ∈ T = U × V. There are two cases for the input and output spaces of Univ. If Op ∈ Ops AU (in other words Op ∈ Ops AC ), then we have
Initialisation in Univ is given by:
The operations of Univ are given by: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) 
• is given by the data: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) )
• is given by the data: G(u, v) ) (and then applies the one-point rule). We use this kind of shortcut extensively in the rest of the paper.
For (1).(ii), we need to check that
• is a refinement. For the initialisation PO, assume Init C (v′). By (2.1), v′ ∈ ran(G); so we can find a u′ and hence a t′ that makes (5.2) true; this t′ is obviously related to v′ by K
• . For the operation PO, there are two cases, depending on whether Op ∈ Ops AU or Op ∈ Ops U\AU ; and the Op ∈ Ops AU case itself splits into the G∧P Op For (2), we start with the data for the refinement K˚,R˚,V˚ which is given by: Beyond this, if the notion of refinement requires the use of APP Op sets, then we must show that if a dependency like (2.9) or (2.10) holds between the APP Op sets of Conc and those of Xtra in the context of the K~,R~,V~refinement, then a similar dependency holds between the APP Op sets of Univ and those of Xtra in the context of the K˚,R˚,V˚refinement. For this, we note that the (2.15) stipulation means that, for a (2.9) type dependency, if APP Op X 
For (1).(iii), we need to check that the composition of H
Similarly, for a (2.10) type dependency, again by composing K~∧R~O p with K
For (2).(ii), since K˚= K~K
•T and H~K~= G, then H˜K˚= H˜K~K
The last implication holds because while every
The remaining results are similar.
is an inverse function). The remaining results are similar. This completes (2).
For (3), we note that Univ itself satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra. Therefore, if we have a system Univ* with the properties (1) and (2) of Univ, then Univ* satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra too. Hence we can construct two instances of Fig. 3 as follows. In the first, Univ is in its conventional place and Univ* replaces Xtra, and there is a refinement K˚,R˚,V˚, from Univ* to Univ. In the second, Univ* replaces Univ, and Univ replaces Xtra, and there is a refinement K*,R*,V*, from Univ to Univ*. So Univ to Univ* are inter-refinable. We are done.
Remarks
Remark 5.2 Referring to the last clause of Theorem 5.1, the composition of K*,R*,V*, with K˚,R˚,V˚, yields a refinement from Univ to itself (similarly for Univ*). There is no necessity for this refinement to be the identity. In particular, if the Univ system contains internal symmetries of a suitable kind, then K* K˚may permute 'similar' states, or worse, map some of them to the same state, etc. Our notion of 'inter-refinable' does not prevent this. Of course, if it is a permutation, then composing it suitably with one of the two refinements yields a birefinement.
Remark 5.3
The last clause of Theorem 5.1, in effect, presents a notion of system equivalence, namely 'inter-refinability'. It is important to be aware that this is potentially a rather weak notion of equivalence, related to notions of bisimilarity, and much weaker than, say, set theoretic isomorphism of transition systems. Much hinges on how strong or weak the retrieve relation connecting the state spaces is. If it is strong, and relates a state in one system to few states in the other, then the correspondence established can be precise and informative. If it is weak, and relates a state in one system to many states in the other, then the correspondence established can be rather vague. In our particular case, we had a retrieve relation that was a projection -such a relation completely ignores what may or may not be going on in the 'orthogonal' component of the projected system. As a consequence of all this, the fact that a certain system might be appropriate for a certain set of requirements, does not automat- ically imply that a system inter-refinable with it is equally appropriate for those requirements -unless one takes great care over what one means by 'requirements' and 'appropriate'.
Remark 5.4
It is tempting to think that 8 the K˚,R˚,V˚, arrow in Fig. 3 is the wrong way round. Looking at the diagram, and the relative dispositions of Abs and Conc within it, it seems that the most natural property of the Univ system to ask for is that it furnishes the most abstract system that accomplishes the factorisation. In such a case there ought to be a refinement from Univ to the system Xtra that accomplishes any alternative factorisation. This was the strategy pursued in [Jeske (2005) ] and earlier investigations. However, looking into the mathematics of this approach, the details are neither simple nor do they suggest a straightforward integration with the other results we pursue in this paper in terms of characterising the notion of universality that composite constructions might enjoy. The alternative, described here, focuses on the most concrete system that accomplishes the factorisation. Now, the technical difficulties that plagued the earlier approaches just melt away. Furthermore, the composite constructions that one might imagine are much more understandable. For instance, imagine a commuting square of retrenchments and refinements (as occurs in Fig. 2 ) abutting the Abs to Univ retrenchment of Fig. 3 . Then, in a natural way, Univ refines the system (call it Xtra) directly above it. Composing the converse refinement directly above Abs, with the retrenchment across the top of the square, yields, in benign cases, a retrenchment from Abs to Xtra which, with the Xtra to Univ refinement, can be understood to yield an instance of Fig. 3 . The alternative approach, with Univ as the most abstract system, does not enjoy such natural properties. Another reason to prefer the current approach, is that it allows a very natural decoupling of the APP Op sets discussion from the remainder of the construction, giving a very generic feel to this aspect of the theory. Again, this smooth genericity does not emerge using alternative approaches. In the end, the argument between 'most abstract' and 'most concrete' is not one that can be resolved unequivocally on meta-criteria alone, and it is the persuasiveness of the mathematics that sways our treatment in this paper.
The Lowering Theorem
In this section we consider the Lowering Theorem in detail. It can be seen to be dual, in a suitable sense, to the Lifting Theorem. The relevant part of Fig. 1 is elaborated in Fig. 4 . The given systems are Abs and Conc, with the usual retrenchment between them. The constructed system is Univ again, and the universal nature of its relationship with Abs and Conc is expressed by saying that whenever there is a system Xtra, enjoying similar properties to Univ, then Xtra is more concrete than Univ, i.e. there is a refinement from Univ to Xtra. (i) there is a refinement from Abs to Univ (with refinement data
, which is a birefinement; (ii) there is a retrenchment from Univ to Conc (with retrenchment data 
Abs
Univ Conc
(3) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) 
The operations of Univ are given by:
3)
• is given by the data:
• is given by the data: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ) (6.10)
• is a refinement. For the initialisation PO, suppose Init U (t′) holds. Since this implies Init A (u′) for the u′ inside t′, and K
• projects t′ to u′, the PO is discharged. For the operation PO, suppose we have a step of Univ 
Consequently, the definition of the APP Op sets of Univ in (6.1) satisfies the stipulation in (2.15) as regards the
For (2), we start with the data for the refinement K˚,R˚,V˚ which is given by: 
• . The last implication holds because while every t = (u, v) with ¬G(u, v) is in dom(K •T ), no such t is in dom(H • ). The remaining results are similar.
is a function). The remaining results are similar. This completes (2).
For (3), we note that Univ itself satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra. Therefore, if we have a system Univ* with the properties (1) and (2) of Univ, then Univ* satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra too. Hence we can construct two instances of Fig. 4 as follows. In the first, Univ is in its conventional place and Univ* replaces Xtra, and there is a refinement K˚,R˚,V˚from Univ to Univ*. In the second, Univ* replaces Univ, and Univ replaces Xtra, and there is a refinement K*,R*,V* from Univ* to Univ. So Univ to Univ* are inter-refinable. We are done.
Remarks
The following mimic corresponding remarks in Section 5, so are stated briefly.
Remark 6.2 As in Remark 5.2, the composition of K*,R*,V* with K˚,R˚,V˚need not be the identity. As there, if it happens to be a permutation, we can recover a birefinement.
Remark 6.3 As in Remark 5.3, the 'inter-refinability' notion of equivalence is weaker than a given requirements context might need, so should be used with care in an applications scenario.
Remark 6.4 As in Remark 5.4, it is tempting to think that the K˚,R˚,V˚arrow in Fig.  4 is the wrong way round. However the comments in Remark 5.4 apply just as strongly here, though in a suitably dual sense.
The Postjoin Theorem
In this section we consider the Postjoin Theorem in detail. The relevant part of Fig.  2 is elaborated in Fig. 5 . The given systems are Abs together with Ret and Ref.
There is a retrenchment from Abs to Ret and a refinement from Abs to Ref, the data for these being the usual ones. The constructed system is Univ, with a retrenchment from Ref to Univ and a refinement from Ret to Univ. The universal nature of the relationship between Univ and the other systems is expressed by saying that whenever there is a system Xtra, enjoying similar properties to Univ, then Xtra is more concrete than Univ, witnessed by 'in simulation' relationships between the transitions of Univ and Xtra, strengthened under relatively benign conditions, to a retrenchment -and still further to a refinement-from Univ to Xtra. (1) There is a system Univ (with variables t, h, n), with operation name set Ops U , where Ops U = Ops T , such that:
there is a refinement from Ret to Univ (with refinement data 
, then every other transition of Xtra is also in simulation with a transition of Univ; (5) Suppose that:
(dom(K∧R∧K′∧V) < | H∧Q∧H′∧N) (u, v, i, j, u′, v′, o, p) ∧ (dom(H∧Q∧H′∧N) < | K∧R∧K′∧V) (u, w, i, k, u′, w′, o, q (u, v, i, j, u′, v′, o, p) ∧ (dom(H∧Q∧H′∧N) < | K∧R∧K′∧V) (u, w, i, k, u′, w′, o, q) (7.2) (dom(K∧R∧K′∧V) < | H∧Q∧D) (u, v, i, j, u′, v′, o, p) ∧ (dom(H∧Q∧D) < | K∧R∧K′∧V) (u, w, i, k, u′, w′, o, q (u, v, i, j, u′, v′, o, p) ∧ (dom(H∧Q∧D) < | K∧R∧K′∧V) (u, w, i, k, u′, w′, o, q (6) Referring to the data given in (2).(v), provided that (in addition to (7.2) and (7.3)): t~, h, h~, n, n~ • DV˚O p (t′, t~′, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) ) ⇒ HK˚(t′, t~′) (7.4) then:
(i) the retrenchment of (5) 
(7.5) (7) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) above of Univ, and in addition the properties noted in (7.2)-(7.3) (further in (7.4), and if needed, (7.5)), then Univ and Univ* are inter-retrenchable, (resp. further inter-refinable).
Proof. For (1) 
We start by giving the data for the refinement and retrenchment.
The refinement K
• ,R • ,V • is given by the data:
• is given by the data: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) (7.11) (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ) (7.12)
We need these relations to define the Univ system itself, so we start by checking (1).(iii). We first calculate (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ D Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) 
14)
The Univ system itself is now given as follows. Initialisation in Univ is given by:
The operations of Univ are given by: 
which relates the Univ and Xtra steps. We apply the distributive law to the last two conjuncts, getting
The last three disjuncts of this yield D˚O p ; the preceding disjunct gives H˚′∧N˚O p (utilising the first disjunct in (7.20) for H˚′); and the remainder gives H˚∧Q˚O p (again utilising the first disjunct in (7.20) for H˚). So we have what we need. Now let Op ∈ Ops X\FX , and let t~-(h~, Op X , n~)-› t~′ be a step of Xtra. We have two things to do. Firstly, we must find some suitable values t, h, t′, n, such that they make a Univ transition for the Op ∈ Ops X\FX case. For this it is enough (according to (7.16)) to establish stp Op T (v, j, v′, p) for the v, j, v′, p in t, h, t′, n, and also that
Op holds for t, h, t′, n -the latter splits into four independent subproblems, one each for
Op , since (7.16) does not otherwise constrict the values in the Op ∈ Ops X\FX case. Secondly, for these same values t, h, t′, n, we must establish the simulation relation, H˚∧Q˚O p ∧H˚′∧N˚O p , (since D˚O p being false in the Op ∈ Ops X\FX case precludes establishing the concession variant) -noting that, via (7.21)-(7.22), Q˚O p and N˚O p depend only on inputs and outputs respectively in the Op ∈ Ops X\FX case, again splits this into four independent subproblems, one each for H˚, Q˚O p , H˚′, N˚O p .
By assumption, the step t~-(h~, Op X , n~)-› t~′ of Xtra is in simulation with a step of Ret, v -(j, Op T , p)-› v′ say (which gives us the first thing we need for (7.16)), via K~(v, t~) compose to give G × (v, w), so by (7.13), there is a u such that both K (u, w) and H(u, v) H~(w, t~) ) which we assume, we have to K~(v, t~) ) for suitable w and t -for this we use the additional assumption (∀ v • ∃ u, w • ¬H(u, v) ∧ K(u, w) ). Since we know K~(v, t~) , we use the assumption to choose u and w such that ¬H(u, v) and K(u, w) both hold. From this, setting t = (u, v, w), we deduce firstly that ¬(∃ w • H
• (w, t)) holds from (7.9), and secondly that K
• (v, t) holds from (7.6). This discharges second disjunct of (7.20), completing (2).(ii).
is a partial function). The remaining results are similar. For (2).(v), we start with the retrenchment data HK˚,QR˚,NV˚,DV˚which is given by (7.24)-(7.27). Note that, aside from the retrieve relation HK˚, which is disjunctive in structure and simpler than just a combination of the retrieve relations (7.17) and (7.20), the remaining data is a suitable conjunction of the data in (7.17)-(7.19) with the data in (7.20)-(7.23):
For (2).(iv), since H˚= [(H •T H~)∨((¬H
9. For other similar results, the non-emptiness of the partial function follows from the assumed non-emptiness of the underlying relation, via Assumption 1.1. For H∧Q, non-emptiness does not follow from non-emptiness of H and Q individually. NV˚O p (n, n~; t′, t~′, h, h~, t, t~) (q, n; w′, t′, k, h, w, t) ∧ N~O p (q, n~; w′, t~′, k, h~, w, t~ 
if Op ∈ Ops X\FX (7.26) DV˚O p (t′, t~′, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) (q, n; w′, t′, k, h, w, t) ∧ D~O p (w′, t~′, q, n~ ; k, h~, w, t~) 
Op (w′, t′, q, n ; k, h, w, t) ∧ H~(w′, t~′) ∧ N~O p (q, n~; w′, t~′, k, h~, w, t~) 
Op (w′, t′, q, n ; k, h, w, t) ∧ D~O p (w′, t~′, q, n~ ; k, h~, w, t~) 
In the terminology of [Banach et al. (2008) ], and aside from the properties of the retrieve relation already noted, the composition of (7.24)-(7.27) is a blend of: on the one hand, conjunctive fusion composition (since the state and the I/O spaces are (partly) the same), and on the other, synchronous parallel composition (since the state and the I/O spaces are (partly) different), of the refinement data (7.17)-(7.19) and the retrenchment data (7.20)-(7.23).
With the retrenchment data in place, the argument is now largely a replay of the proofs of (2). For (3), we note that Univ itself satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra. Therefore, if we have a system Univ* with the properties (1) and (2) of Univ, then Univ* satisfies the criteria demanded of Xtra too. Hence we can construct two instances of Fig. 5 as follows. In the first, Univ is in its conventional place and Univ* replaces Xtra, and there are refinement data K˚,R˚,V˚and retrenchment data H˚,Q˚,N˚,D˚from Univ to Univ*. In the second, Univ* replaces Univ, and Univ replaces Xtra, and there are refinement data K*,R*,V* and retrenchment data H*,Q*,N*,D* from Univ* to Univ. So Univ to Univ* are inter-simulable by the arguments above.
For (4), we just observe that disjunctive fusion composition of retrenchments, and the vertical composition between retrenchments and refinements (both ways round) are sound composition mechanisms. For the record, we present the composed retrenchment data:
O Op (o, n; u′, t′, i, h, u, t) (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ∧ N Op (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v 
C Op (u′, t′, o, n ; i, h, u, t) (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) ]}) (7.31)
For the remainder of the theorem, we work under the additional assumptions stated in (5) and (6).
For (5), we must show that the retrenchment data in (7.24)-(7.27) supports an actual retrenchment from Univ to Xtra. So we must prove that the initialisation PO and the retrenchment operation PO both hold with (7.24)-(7.27).
For the initialisation PO, assume Init X (t~′ (n, n~; t′, t~′, h, h~, t, t~) ) ∨ DV˚O p (t′, t~′, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) ) holds. Suppose t = (u, v, w) and h = (i, j, k). Our assumption HK˚(t, t~) ∧ QR˚O p (h, h~, t, t~) gives us K~(v, t~ (u, v, w) and h = (i, j, k). To establish the retrenchment, it is enough to show that we can safely replace u and i by the u and i we assumed to start with.
We now note that either HK˚∧QR˚O p ∧HK˚′∧NV˚O p or HK˚∧QR˚O p ∧DV˚O p holds. Let us take the former case. Then, unravelling the assumed HK˚∧QR˚O p for t, h, and unravelling HK˚∧QR˚O p ∧HK˚′∧NV˚O p for t, h, t′, n, we see that we have the assumptions of (7.2). This allows us to replace u, i, by u, i, in HK˚∧QR˚O p ∧HK˚′∧NV˚O p (and in the Univ step t -(h, Op U , n)-› t′) as desired, completing the argument. The argument for the HK˚∧QR˚O p ∧DV˚O p case is similar, utilising (7.3) instead of (7.2). This completes the Op ∈ Ops FX case.
We turn to the Op ∈ Ops X\FX case. We assume HK˚(t, t~) ∧ QR˚O p (h, h~, t, t~) ∧ stp Op X (t~, h~, t~′, n~) . It will be sufficient to find a Univ step t -(h, Op U , n)-› t′, such that HK˚(t′, t~′) ∧ NV˚O p (n, n~; t′, t~′, h, h~, t, t~) (p, n~) . We now have to find t′, to show that HK˚(t′, t~′) holds, and to show that t, h, t′, n, constitute a Univ step. For the retrieve relation, we already have K~(v′, t~′) . So if we choose u′, w′ such that K(u′, w′) holds, then by (7.6), K
• (v′, t′) holds too, where t′ = (u′, v′, w′) , and this yields HK˚(t′, t~′) via the second disjunct of (7.24). Finally, to show that t, h, t′, n constitute a Univ step, we note that, by (7.16), we just need
Op from HK˚∧QR˚O p , and have deduced K
• ′∧V
• Op . So we are done. This completes part (5). For (6), we start with the refinement data KK˚,RR˚,VV˚, which is given by (7.32)-(7.35).
KK˚(t, t~) ≡ HK˚(t, t~) ∨ ZZ˚(t, t~)
(7.32)
where: t~, h, h~, n, n~ • DV˚O p (t, t~, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) ) (7.33) t~, h, h~, t′, t~′ • NV˚O p (n, n~; t′, t~′, h, h~, t, t~) ∨ DV˚O p (t′, t~′, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) ) (7.35)
To prove the refinement we start with the initialisation PO. This goes just as the analogous PO for the retrenchment HK˚,QR˚,NV˚,DV˚, in (5).
For the operation PO we assume KK˚(t, t~) ∧ RR˚O p (h, h~) ∧ stp Op X (t~, h~, t~′, n~) , and must prove there are values t′, n, such that stp Op U (t, h, t′, n) and KK˚′∧VV˚O p hold. To begin with, we note that by the assumptions of (2), every step of Xtra is in simulation with at least a step of Ret. Therefore, every before-state of an Xtra transition is related to some Univ state via HK˚, and consequently no before-state of an Xtra transition can be in the range of ZZ˚, because of the middle conjunct of (7.33). (t′, t~′, n, n~; h, h~, t, t~) holds instead. In that case, either t~′ is in the range of HK˚or it is not. If it is, then we utilise (7.4) to deduce HK˚(t′, t~′) (after which we get KK˚(t′, t~′) via (7.32)), and then we utilise (7.35) to deduce VV˚O p (n, n~), and we are done. If it is not, then we utilise (7.33) to deduce ZZ˚(t′, t~′) (after which we get KK˚(t′, t~′) via (7.32)), and then we utilise (7.35) to deduce VV˚O p (n, n~), and we are done.
For (6). (ii), we note that the condition stated in (7.5) is just the requirement from (2.11), so we are done. This completes part (6).
For (7), it is just a matter of replaying the arguments of (3) using the stronger relationships between Univ and Xtra afforded by the stronger assumptions in force. We are done.
Remarks
Some of the following mimic earlier remarks, so are stated briefly. Observations new to the postjoin construction are discussed in more detail.
Remark 7.2
Observing that (given our formulation of refinement and retrenchment), every refinement K,R,V yields a retrenchment K,R,V,false, simply by reinterpreting the input and output relation in the obvious way, and adding a trivial concession (see ] for a more extensive discussion), we see that we could readily have extended the retrenchment data H˚,Q˚,N˚,D˚in (2).(ii) of the theorem to all operations, simply by reinterpreting the refinement data K˚,R˚,V˚from (2).(i) and adding a false concession. While valid, this would not have been very interesting. Another way of achieving the same thing would have been to consider the pseudoretrenchment data H˚∨K˚,Q˚∨R˚,N˚∨V˚,D˚instead. This would have worked for the stated claim in (2).(ii) because that claim only mentioned the simulation relation (permitting the choice of the most convenient disjunct from the enlarged relations for each case). The main reason this approach was not pursued for (2).(ii) was that it would have spoiled the relative cleanness of the composition results in (2).(iv). The same approach to simulation would also have worked for the simulation relation of the data in (2).(v) -we avoided it to avoid excessive clutter. The approach would not have worked for the retrenchment claim in (5), since there, we need to prove the result for every way of satisfying the hypotheses, and the disjunctions introduce additional cases, that are not provable without additional assumptions. However, the approach we adopted, based on overriding, avoids all these difficulties, at the price of a little more complexity.
Remark 7.3
As a corollary, we note that if the vertical composition of concessions in (7.23) had satisfied the conditions of being compatibly tidy (in the terminology of ]), then we could have strengthened the D • D˚⇐ D˜im-plication in (2).(iv) to an equality, since the other two disjuncts of D˚would have been absent. We again avoided the details to avoid excessive clutter. Remark 7.4 In point (4) of the theorem we highlighted disjunctive fusion composition, since it is valid without restriction. The corresponding conjunctive composition is not as generally applicable -requiring a 'close to cosimulation' criterion to hold-which is not true in general under our hypotheses. See [Banach et al. (2008) ] for details. The easiest way to get the needed criterion is to demad that the Abs system is deterministic, i.e. there is a unique after-state and output for each before-state and input. An alternative way, involves the use of conditions like (7.2) and (7.3), but this time permitting the replacement of after-states and outputs rather than beforestates and inputs. We omitted the details.
Remark 7.5 As in earlier remarks, the composition of K*,R*,V* with K˚,R˚,V˚need not be the identity; still less the composition of H˚,Q˚,N˚,D˚ and H*,Q*,N*,D*.
Remark 7.6
It is tempting to think that 10 the construction of Univ should involve the free use of the components of Ret and Ref alone (with Univ expected to play a more veiled role, its components typically existentially bound). The treatment in [Jeske (2005) ] was developed with this view in mind, and shows just how arduous it is to obtain a postjoin result from such a perspective. More seriously, that treatment requires numerous restrictions to hold, and is tied to a particular use of APP Op sets, something that a general account should strive to avoid if at all possible -all this certainly left the authors thinking that 'there must be a better way'. The clean, unrestricted and general nature of the construction of Theorem 7.1 confirms that the authors' earlier beliefs about the structure of the Univ system were less than ideal, and that a reappraisal of the whole issue, undertaken, as here, with the wisdom of hindsight, was thoroughly justified.
The Prejoin Theorem
In this section we consider the Prejoin Theorem in detail. The relevant part of Fig. 2 is elaborated in Fig. 6 . The given systems are Ret and Ref, together with a system Conc. There is a retrenchment from Ret to Conc and a refinement from Ref to Conc, the data for these being adapted from usual notation (the reader should note that due to the geometrical arrangement of the three systems, our running notational conventions cannot be fully maintained -so he should be alert to the differences). The constructed system is Univ, with a retrenchment from Univ to Ref and a refinement from Univ to Ret. The universal nature of the relationship between Univ and the other systems is expressed by saying that whenever there is a system Xtra, enjoying similar properties to Univ, then Xtra is more abstract than Univ, witnessed by 'in simulation' relationships between the transitions of Xtra and Univ, strengthened under relatively benign conditions, to a retrenchment -and still further to a refinement-from Xtra to Univ.
In contrast to our preceding results, which assumed arbitrary refinements and retrenchments in their hypotheses, for Theorem 8.1 we need a mild additional assumption about the hypothesised retrenchment. For this we revert to the notation of Section 2. We say that a retrenchment G,P,O,C is accommodating iff: (o, p; u′, v′, i, j, u, v) ) ∨ C Op (u′, v′, o, p; i, j, u, v) )) (8.1)
Note that any retrenchment may be made accommodating by weaking the concession sufficiently. (1) There is a system Univ (with variables t, h, n), with operation name set Ops U , where Ops U = Ops T , such that:
there is a refinement from Univ to Ret (with refinement data (3) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) (6) Referring to the data given in (5), provided that: ∃ t~, t, h~, h, n~, n • DD˚O p (t~′, t′, n~, n; h~, h, t~, t) ) ⇒ HH˚(t~′, t′) (8. 3) then:
(i) the retrenchment of (5) from Xtra to Univ, strengthens to a refinement, (with refinement data KK˚(t~, t), {RR˚O p , VV˚O p | Op ∈ Ops U } say);
(ii) if the notion of refinement in question requires the use of APP Op sets, then the APP Op sets of Xtra need to satisfy:
(7) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) 
• is given by the data: (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) Op (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) ) (8.10) (t′, w′, n, q; h, k, t, w) (v′, u′, p, o; j, i, v, u) ) (8.11)
Since we need these relations to define the Univ system itself, we start by checking (1).(iii). We first calculate w, j, k, v′, w′, p, q ∃ u, i, u′, o • H(v, u) ∧ Q Op (j, i, v, u) ∧ ((H(v′, u′) ∧ N Op (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) ) ∨ D Op (v′, u′, p, o; j, i, v, u) 
The Univ system itself is given as follows. Initialisation in Univ is given by:
The operations of Univ are given by: Op (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) ) ∨ D
•
Op (t′, w′, n, q; h, k, t, w) 
• is a refinement. For the initialisation PO, suppose we have Init T (v′). Then we just need to find w′, u′, such that K(w′, u′) holds, and then we can set t′ = (u′, v′, w′) , after which we will have
For the operation PO, suppose Op ∈ Ops UF , and let us assume K Op T (v, j, v′, p) . Then we just need to find w′, u′, such that K(w′, u′) holds, and q, o, such that V Op (q, o) holds, and then we can set t′ = (u′, v′, w′) and n = (o, p, q), after which we will have enough for the first disjunct in the Op ∈ Ops UF case of (8.15). If Op ∈ Ops U\UF , the argument is similar.
For (1).(ii) we check that H
• is a retrenchment. For the initialisation PO, suppose we have Init F (w′). Then we just need to find v′, u′, such that H(v′, u′) holds, and then we can set t′ = (u′, v′, w′) , after which we will have Init F (w′) ∧ H
• (t′, w′) which gives Init U (t′) ∧ H
• (t′, w′), discharging the PO.
For the operation PO, let us assume Op F (w, k, w′, q) . (j, i, v, u) . Since the retrenchment H,Q,N,D is accommodating, (8.1) implies that we can find values v′, u′, p, o, such that (H(v′, u′) ∧ N Op (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) ) ∨ D Op (v′, u′, p, o; j, i, v, u) holds, after which we can set t′ = (u′, v′, w′) and n = (o, p, q), and then we will have enough for the second disjunct in the Op ∈ Ops UF case of (8.15).
For (1).(iv), it is clear from the arguments above that each step t -(h, Op U , n)-› t′ of Univ is in simulation with (in the refinement sense) its constituent stp Op T transition (if the first disjunct of the Op ∈ Ops UF case of (8.15) holds, or we are in the Op ∈ Ops U\UF case), or alternatively is in simulation with (in the retrenchment sense) its constituent stp Op F 
We must show that every transition of Xtra that is in simulation with a transition of Ret is in simulation with a transition of Univ via (8.16)-(8.18). Suppose we have an Xtra step, t~-(h~, Op X , n~)-› t~′ say, which is in simulation with some step of Ret,
• is a refinement, and 
N˚O p (n~, n; t~′, t′, h~, h, t~, t (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) ∧ N~O p (n~, q; t~′, w′, h~, k, t~, w) ) (8.21) D˚O p (t~′, t′, n~, n; h~, h, t~, t (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) ∧ D~O p (t~′, w′, n~, q; h~, k, t~, w) (t′, w′, n, q ; h, k, t, w) ∧ H~(t~′, w′) ∧ N~O p (n~, q; t~′, w′, h~, k, t~, w) (t′, w′, n, q; h, k, t, w) ∧ D~O p (t~′, w′, n~, q; h~, k, t~, w) 
NV˚O p (n~, n; t~′, t′, h~, h, t~, t (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) ∧ N~O p (n~, q; t~′, w′, h~, k, t~, w) 
DV˚O p (t~′, t′, n~, n; h~, h, t~, t) (n, q; t′, w′, h, k, t, w) ∧ D~O p (t~′, w′, n~, q; h~, k, t~, w) (t′, w′, n, q ; h, k, t, w) ∧ H~(t~′, w′) ∧ N~O p (n~, q; t~′, w′, h~, k, t~, w) (t′, w′, n, q; h, k, t, w) ∧ D~O p (t~′, w′, n~, q; h~, k, t~, w) 
]})
11. For other similar results, the non-emptiness of the partial function follows from the assumed non-emptiness of the underlying relation, via Assumption 1.1. For H∧Q, non-emptiness does not follow from non-emptiness of H and Q individually. In the terminology of [Banach et al. (2008) With the retrenchment data in place, the argument is now an adaptation of the proofs of (2).(i) and (2) For (4), we just observe that disjunctive fusion composition of retrenchments, and the vertical composition between retrenchments and refinements (both ways round) are sound composition mechanisms. For the record, we present the composed retrenchment data:
O Op (n, o; t′, u′, h, i, t, u) (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u) ∧ N Op (p, o; v′, u′, j, i, v, u (t′, u′, n, o ; h, i, t, u) (v′, u′, p, o; j, i, v, u t~, t, h~, h, t~′, t′ • NN˚O p (n~, n; t~′, t′, h~, h, t~, t) ∨ DD˚O p (t~′, t′, n~, n; h~, h, t~, t) ) (8.37)
To prove the refinement we start with the initialisation PO. This goes just as the analogous PO for the retrenchment HH˚,QQ˚,NN˚,DD˚ in (5).
For (t~′, t′, n~, n; h~, h, t~, t) instead. In that case, (8.3) allows us to deduce HH˚(t~′, t′) (which gives KK˚(t~′, t′)), and then we utilise (8.37) to deduce VV˚O p (n~, n), and we are done.
For (6).
(ii), we note that the condition stated in (8.4) is just the requirement from (2.11), so we are done. This completes part (6).
For (7), it is just a matter of replaying the arguments of (3) using the stronger relationships between Univ and Xtra afforded by the stronger assumptions in force. We are done. • of course. Hedging against the shortcomings of all of these possibilities is neither elegant, succinct, nor useful, particularly in view of the remarks regarding the Prejoin Theorem made in the next section. 
Remarks
Associativity, General Tower Constructions, and System Engineering
If we reinterpret the 'diagonal factorising' lifting and lowering constructions as square completions in their own right (which, when we view the composition of a refinement and retrenchment round an 'L' shape as a retrenchment, is what results, see Fig. 1 ), we now have a full set of square completion results available. (Equally, we can view the postjoin and prejoin constructions as 'co-diagonal factorising' construc-tions, that pull apart the pseudoretrenchment across the co-diagonal, and say that we have a full suite of those too.)
From an applications perspective, of these square completions, two are unquestionably more significant than the others, namely the lifting construction and the postjoin construction. This is because they deal with their constituent retrenchments in a 'forwards' manner -the others, the lowering and prejoin constructions, work, in essence, with converse retrenchments. Using a converse retrenchment during system construction amounts to a form of 'undevelopment', since the retrenchment relationship was purposely designed to be used during development in the forwards direction (regarding this point, see the discussion in Section 4.1 of ]). As a result of this, we would expect that should the results of this paper be mechanised, the focus would be on the lifting and postjoin constructions, these being the two that would most obviously repay the investment of effort needed to achieve the mechanisation.
One notable aspect of our work is that everything has been reduced to the composition of (collections of) relations. Composing relations is associative, so we can expect that our constructions themselves will compose associatively -up to the appropriate notion of equivalence, that is. Let us illustrate this on a specific construction. Consider the lifting construction of Fig. 3 . The state and I/O spaces of this construction are just cartesian products made from the abstract and concrete constituent spaces. Likewise, the transitions in (5.3) are made out of pairs of abstract and concrete constituent transitions. Consider Fig. 7 , which illustrates applying the construction using two different association orders, and focus on Fig. 7.(a) . This shows the leftmost A-to-B retrenchment lifted to C, this then being followed by the middle lifting, which lifts the C-to-D retrenchment to E. System E gives the result of the parenthesised liftings in Fig. 7.(a) . The construction can be repeated to include the third piece of Fig. 7.(a) , finally giving system G. A little thought shows that the state and I/O spaces of the result will be the cartesian products of the constituents, bracketed leftmost-innermost. Similar remarks apply to the core part of the transition relation, which will contain all the step relations from all the constituent systems, their logical definitions bracketed in an analogous leftmost-innermost way.
Now focus on Fig. 7.(b) . Inside the parentheses we have a combined lifting, as above, consisting of the lifting of the C-to-D retrenchment to E, followed by the lifting of the E-to-F retrenchment to give G. System G coincides with the system constructed by lifting the A-to-B retrenchment to give C, and identifying C with the starting system of the parenthesised lifting just described. Thus, when the leftmost lifting is combined with the retrenchment constructed in the parentheses, we get another result ( ) ( ) vs. for the overall construction. However, a moment's thought shows that this turns out to be the same as the previous case, but bracketed rightmost-innermost, for both the state and I/O spaces and the core part of the transition relation. These rebracketings amount to set theoretic isomorphism, a much stronger notion of equivalence than either inter-refinability, or the even weaker equivalence notions we encountered above. Similar remarks apply to the other constructions, to vertical as well as horizontal association, and to combinations of constructions of various kinds. The reader will appreciate that an exhaustive treatment of all the cases would be exhausting.
The good behaviour just noted allows us to envision a system development process built out of refinements and retrenchments, aided by the constructions made available to us in this paper: 'system development via theorem'. Fig. 8 shows a schematic example. The development starts at the top left corner with the most abstract model. Two refinement stages follow, after which more detailed requirement considerations necessitate a sideways jump, via a retrenchment, onto a more low level refinement strand. The square completion constructions, here lifting, permit the new low level detail to be exhibited at a level of abstraction comparable with the initial model. This might be needed, for example, for checking abstract formulations of the requirements properties that the low level system model modifications described by the retrenchment were intended to address. There follows another refinement stage. Then another retrenchment stage; then another retrenchment stage, the two separate retrenchments permitting piecemeal validation of the issues they were introduced into the process to address. In the same manner, the process reaches its end with a further refinement, retrenchment, refinement, and a last retrenchment. Now suppose that the user environment changes, and the previously developed system is no longer adequate. Suppose that it has been identified that the requirements addressed up to the end of the third retrenchment still hold good, but that the remainder of the development needs to be modified. Fig. 9 shows what might happen next. The retained part of the original development is in Fig. 9 .(a). Its right vertical side, a refinement path from most abstract level down to where the thick development path reaches the edge, gives the interface from the retained part of the original development to the new activity. This, reproduced as the heavy dashed vertical line in Fig.  9 .(b), is the starting point for the new development. Suppose that the new requirements have been described at the most abstract level. Then there will be a retrenchment, shown by the heavy dashed horizontal line in 
Conclusions
In the preceding sections we have motivated the need for square completion constructions in the context of retrenchment and refinement interworking, and then we formulated and proved the theorems relating to the four relevant completions. These were designed with simplicity and composability in mind, drawing extensively, and with the experience of hindsight, on the theorems reported in [Jeske (2005) ] -a number of accompanying remarks to our four main theorems indicated that small variations on the results given are perfectly feasible. We outlined how such constructions could be used in a large scale formal development process to endow the process with greater flexibility in dealing with requirements issues than is afforded by refinement alone.
The theorems of [Jeske (2005) ] have been used in the treatment of a number of requirements issues arising from the Mondex Purse refinement development [Stepney et al. (2000) ], the retrenchment treatments of these issues being reported in [Banach et al. (2005) , Banach et al. (2006a) , Banach et al. (2006b) , ]. Given that the theorems of [Jeske (2005) ] differ from those here, it is worth asking how the earlier Mondex retrenchments might be affected. The good news is that they are not affected at all, this being due to the extreme simplicity of the relevant refinements in [Stepney et al. (2000) ] through which the retrenchments of interest were being pulled; these refinements in fact being injections on the state spacesuch simple refinements are insensitive to the detailed differences between the theorems of [Jeske (2005) ] and ours. In all of the above, we pursued a resolutely (1, 1) operation correspondence strategy. That is to say a single abstract step always corresponded to a single concrete step. But this is too restrictive for many practical applications. A 'quick fix' entails treating paths through the transition system as the individual steps of an associated system. The simple way that we have formulated our systems and our relationships between systems guarantees that this approach will go through unproblematically, given the usual care and attention to 'plumbing' considerations. Of course, more detailed treatments of such 'coarse-grained vs. fine-grained' formulations can uncover issues going beyond simple path-oriented reuse of the (1, 1) results. Such issues remain as work for the future, and will be addressed in appropriate publications.
